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“…sucks you through its screen and pulls
you through the rabbit hole of electronic
connections that spit you out on the other
side of the world in a muddy mine in
eastern Congo with people staring you in
your white face wondering where you came
from all of a sudden” 1

Palms Palms Palms is the first survey
exhibition in more than a decade of
Revital Cohen and Tuur Van Balen’s multidisciplinary practice. In their projects, they
criss-cross geographies and temporalities,
drawing focus to sites that are part of the
hyperconnected physical and virtual matrix
of trade and industrial practices. Through an
intricate body of work consisting of objects,
videos, installations, and texts, the artists
interrogate processes and infrastructures
of globalised production through the prisms
of culture, personal histories, and geopolitics.
Often working in a “situated” manner, the
artist duo is enmeshed in manufacturing
networks where friction, entanglement,
reflection, and their self-implication are all
at play. In this elaborate process, the lines
between research, process, and outcome
become so interwoven that they can no
longer be meaningfully distinguished from
each other.
The presentation at Z33 is a gathering of
existing works, new commissions, and
research material arranged in specific
constellations, allowing for themes and lines
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of enquiry between works to convene and
emerge. Works in this show were produced
by the artists in factories in China (75 Watt),
biochemical laboratories in Japan (Sterile),
hospitals in England (The Odds (Part 1))
and Belgium (Leopard Impala and the Heart
Lines series), open mines in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (Inlands, Retour, Take a
Good Lamp and Trapped in the Dream of the
Other) and, most recently, workshops that
fabricate casino environments (Performance
Mock-ups) and bingo halls in London (The
Odds (Part 1)). These sites are predicated on
complex dynamics that the artists engage
with in order to untwine the chain between
raw materials, manufacturing processes, and
commodities; other projects engage with
places of repair and scientific innovation,
as well as with architecture that has been
transformed or constructed according to its
role in global geopolitics and neoliberalism.

1
“Mine”, Revital Cohen and Tuur Van Balen,
originally commissioned by Thyssen-Bornemisza Art
Contemporary for the Rare Earth catalogue, published
by Sternberg Press, Berlin.
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“As ever and everywhere with producing,
things turn up wrong. However nowhere are
these mistakes rectified as quick as in SouthEast China: parts are remade overnight to
arrive next morning through the extensive
logistic network of trucks, cars and scooters
that drive on and off with raw materials or
(half)finished goods. ‘Made in China’ is fast,
adventurous, and rough around the edges.
Like the Wild West in the East, but with
manufacturing instead of cowboys.” 2

In many ways, Cohen and Van Balen’s
practice is driven by objects. The items
which orbit global logistical routes and
assembly lines trace the economic disparities,
political conflicts, bodily movements,
human emotions, and ethical concerns that
underpin these meta structures in varying
scales. Objects that trigger their projects
range from raw materials such as coltan
from mines in Democratic Republic of
Congo (Trapped in the Dream of the Other)
or custom mass-manufactured electronics
produced in the Pearl River Delta in China
(75 Watt). Long-term involvement within
these contexts is crucial to their embedded
research-based practice. Their body of work
in Congo, for instance, makes visible the
conflicts and exploitation involved in mining
practices in the country that are out of sight
to consumers dependent on the technological
products the ore enables. Working from a
different vantage point, in 75 Watt, the artists
designed a product according to the physical
and mechanical movements of workers, and
in turn of the assembly line, to reveal the
choreography of a product’s manufacture.
Seen together, bodies and individuals linked
to and labouring within these frameworks are
brought to us—the end users, who are equally
implicated in this all-encompassing nexus
of relationships.
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As artists, Cohen and Van Balen embed
themselves in these production circuits
and, by doing so, they capture ruptures
within automated technologies and
human interaction. They manoeuvre these
frameworks, not only as artists, but also in
the role of clients within these circumstances.
As demonstrated in 75 Watt, as well as other
projects, such as a series of LED signs (Giving
More to Gain More) made with electronics
ordered on Alibaba.com, they delve into
the inner workings of customization in the
Chinese manufacturing landscape. Cohen
and Van Balen reversed the standardised
production process by manually fabricating
signage with imported LED light strips
in the shape of English text fragments
from their attempts to source electronic
components from China. These pidgin-like
phrases were lifted from a combination of
email correspondences with sales agents and
translation glitches in computer software.
These imprecise, fractured, English-based
communication processes sit in limbo
between the human error and machine
failure of globalised production networks
and feed the material signage the artists have
handcrafted in their studios. When the artists
insert themselves within this conveyor belt
of production, these systemised mechanisms
become fertile grounds for generating critical
insights into the multiple points of variation,
human-made and computerised, that
determine how industrially designed objects
come into being.

My first question is “why goldfish?”
and the second is “why sterile?”
Let’s start.
Etsuro Yamaha 3

Cohen and Van Balen have long explored
animal bodies as cultural products; they
examine the degree to which fantasies and
assumptions attached to these bodies shape
our culture. This can be seen most recently in
their new Blue Roan series, where they used
thoroughbred horse ashes to powder coat
metal sheets—mimicking a rare blue roan
horse coat pattern—transposing the age-old
tradition of horse portraits into contemporary
industrial processes. On the other hand, in
a collection of photographic (Heart Lines
series) and neon works (Paradise series and
Leopard Impala), X-rayed taxidermy from the
Royal Museum for Central Africa in Tervuren,
Belgium and private collections were turned
into prints and neon sculptures, recasting
historical and colonial imaginations into the
present. Taking this further, the taxonomies
of animal products, in particular within the
goldfish industry in Japan (King yo Kingdom),
are a prime example of the way in which
animal bodies are caught between life and the
industrial complex. With the help of breeding
techniques, animals become products of
biological control and design—an idea the
artists explored, in collaboration with a
Japanese professor of aquaculture, by creating
a goldfish with no reproductive function
(Sterile), epitomising the reduction of bodies
to aesthetic objects.

multi-pronged project considers gambling as
a contemporary condition, and investigates
the political, cultural, and irrational practices
within ecologies of labour and neoliberalism.
In The Odds (Part 1), they juxtapose racehorses
anesthetised with ketamine in a horse hospital
for treatment, show girls doing their dance
routines, and the lead singer of anarcho-punk
band Crass in a church-turned-bingo hall.
In doing so, they turn the spotlight on the
vulnerable bodies that perform and sustain
systems, ruled by brutal forces of opportunity
and precarity, where the house always wins.
These scenes, shown on a LED screen, are
set in dialogue with architectural fragments
of “The Londoner” (Performance Mock-ups),
an upcoming Sands-owned resort in Macau
which is designed as a simulacrum of London,
where the artists are based. Notably, the
Sands corporation’s owner is one the biggest
political supporters of US President Donald
Trump and funds the building of settlements
in the West Bank, invariably establishing ties
between the actual, albeit distant, realities on
a geopolitical stage. By overlaying narratives
of fabricated spatial realities, this new
assortment of works blurs perceptions of
place and actuality, care and precarity, art and
entertainment, and material and delusion,
raising pertinent questions about this charged
moment of becoming in Macau.

The frictions between codes of production
and placemaking, animal and human bodies,
and the far-reaching interrelations between
imaginary and physical locations intersect in
their latest works on the gaming industry. The
2
Artist text on 75 Watt,
https://www.cohenvanbalen.com/work/75-watt.
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3
Correspondences between Professor Yamaha and
the artist, p 42.
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Bloodshot eyes, heavy light. Gold structures
built on water. Integrated mirage. Chlorine 		
canals. The sky is always perfect blue when 		
painted on the ceiling. The house always 		
wins. I have to stop reading the news.4

For Cohen and Van Balen, to a large
extent, it is in their latest body of works
where the impossibility of escape, and
their subjectivities in these intermingled
circuitries, is most pronounced. Using the
gambling industry as a metaphor, these
works underscore the neoliberalisation of the
contemporary art world, where artists and
cultural producers capitalise on themselves
and are ever-amenable to the intrinsic
self-exploitation at play in this high-stakes
venture. The perversity of this existential
exercise finds acute resonance in the title of
the show, taken from the call an MC made
on stage for applause during the artists’
time in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Additionally, the exhibition title calls to
mind manifold poetic images and mirrors
the methodologies the artists address in their
oeuvre. Palms, on one hand, can refer to palm
trees in a casino or resort, at the same time,
it can also allude to the hands of labour and
artistic action. The accumulative repetition
sheds light on the ways in which recurring
motifs and iterations find new permutations
throughout their practice. The cracks their
work creates in production chains prompt
us to deliberate on how the objects that
saturate our world bind us all to certain sites
and realities. These locales align to delineate
the ceaseless material and immaterial flows
and circuits which consolidate the global
neoliberal grid that has everyone, the artists
included, are undeniably captured within.

Not surprisingly, the strategies of experiencemaking in our present—when presence and
participation are virtually simulated in an
immersive techno-hegemonic world—is
one of the topics the artists are invested in.
Functioning as bookends to the exhibition,
a set of printed theatre voiles entitled
Avant Tout, Discipline features computergenerated stills rendered by a game
environment simulator from film footage
in a Congolese mine, thus compressing and
fusing the real, virtual, and material through
a two-dimensional feedback loop. This
preoccupation with sensorial cues guiding
our profoundly mediated spatial experience,
as well as exhibition strategies as means of
manipulation, are prominent threads in their
latest body of work. Inspired by Denise Scott
Brown and Robert Venturi’s “Learning from
Las Vegas” and Brian O’Doherty’s “Inside the
White Cube”, the symbolic notions behind
the mechanisms of space are unpacked
and fused in their arrangement. Cohen and
Van Balen treat the exhibition space as an
organism and follow subliminal strategies of
containment devised by the gambling industry
to orchestrate lighting sequences
Christina Li
(The Dancefloor), sounds, scents (The Restraint),
and atmosphere (The Rise) in the gallery spaces.
Against the backdrop of the architectural
mock-ups of The Londoner in Macau, the
amalgamation of fabricated symbols and of
illusory sensations are the subjects of scrutiny
in this make-believe environment, imposing
itself on audience members as subjects within
the neoliberal reverie where perception and
4
“Spit on the Carpet”, Revital Cohen and Tuur Van Balen,
self-possession become one.
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originally commissioned by Columbia University Graduate
School of Architecture, Planning, and Preservation,
New York.
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There is spit on the carpet
It is red
Streaked with gold
Desk bells are ringing
Get in line
There is spit on the carpet
It is red
Yellow, purple and baby blue violets
Red dragons on cream
Desk bells are ringing
Spit on the carpet
Gold Koi and blue water lilies
on diamond mesh / chain link fence
Lotus flowers in a grid
Red and blue veins on a green
abstract field
DeepStack Extravaganza
/ Deepstack Showdown
Spit on the carpet
Spit
Spit
Spit
Desk bells are ringing
for all your cold numbers
Red dragons on gold
Some kind of flower on stone lilac
How far can you spit
I always go further
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Enter a spinner, allotter, a cutter.
Yasmin: Now stop your ship and listen
to our voices.
Naomi: All those who pass this way
hear honeyed song / poured from our
mouths.
Georgina: And we know whatever
happens anywhere on earth.
All: bound yourself to the mast,
bung your ears with wax. No one
holds clear of entering our green
mirror.
[The sound instructs the soul, they
tell the names of pain. Bird creatures
of the underworld bridging the human
world and what lies beyond.]
Come in and out, if that works with
not being slapped in the face with her
feathers.
The house always wins. In a fake
Venice the West Bank gets annexed.
In a replica of Paris false prophets are
crowned. In an artificial London let us
choreograph religious conflict.
Bloodshot eyes, heavy light. Gold
structures built on water. Integrated
mirage. Chlorine canals. The sky is
always perfect blue when painted on
the ceiling.
The house always wins. I have to stop
reading the news.
tourist-friendly /
Disneyland-type /
international attraction /
Take the lift up and down. Red eyes,
dense air, indoor palms. Under the
water a circus is training

No more sailing
So long sailing
Bye bye sailing
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This new version has seen a decrease
in musk + ingredients that connotate
cold + empty emotions. I am hoping
this fits your brief... when wafted I
envisage an empty white gallery, that
when diffused I think will be perfect
for your needs. Look forward to
feedback, Sasha.

Sensory Atmospherics:
Memory formation
This specific feeling of abnormal
meaningfulness.
They know they will lose.
Dead Horse Arum Lily for a
faint smell of the sea.
Full-length mirrors reflecting the foyer
columns and creating an illusion of
endless space.
It seems clear that consciousness
is not required for a conditioned
response.
Iso E Super for a
pheromone-like effect.
The player is not constantly losing
but constantly nearly winning.
Do not vary in volume and rhythm to
orchestrate action.
Touch me not to add
naturalness for soothing and
lingering.
Remain below the threshold of
consciousness.
Forgive us we are high on small
luxuries.

1212

Openness to experiences
hoist > prep > machines
what appears to be a mythical beast,
reproducing asexually
(I’m Thinking About Us)
an embodiment of empire
(Love You Hearts)
in a womb-like padded k-hole
(Magical You)
there is no shared air
but flashes that originate in the spine.
I see pegasus containing one messier
object
a number of dim galaxies
that can only be seen in large
telescopes
green tent for a discrete destruction
mechanical angst for fall training
summer fur, highly pregnant
that can only be seen in the axial
13
gallery.

Unlucky for some, 13
Half a crown, 26
Lucky number seven, 7
summer solstice to spring equinox
palaeolithic asterisms can be seen on
the back
of the bodies piling in the fridge
marked with Tippex from the
motorway services.
Heads in buckets
205 times more luminous than the sun
Oceans rise, empire falls
that can only be seen when
some men bewitch a horse
with a stare.
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2. Avant Tout, Discipline, 2017
Printed voiles
500 x 300 cm

3

2

1

ROOM 3.2
The duo of works presented in the
entryway introduces the artist duo’s
appropriation of technological and
industrial processes. In this dramaturgical
setting, the pieces use data and simulation
to translate our natural and human-made
environments into various media.
1. Others, 2012
Sound
01:14 minute loop
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3.9
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M
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3.5

3.7
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Moonbouncing (or Earth-Moon-Earth
communication) allows Earth-based
radio stations to communicate by
reflecting radio waves off the surface
of the moon. Using radio telescope
antennas, a hare’s mating call was sent
X 2014 from
to the moon on March 30th,
Italy by I1NDP and received by team
PI9CAM in the Netherlands. It was the
first animal sound ever bounced off the
moon’s surface.

Coltan, a mineral used in most electronic
products, such as laptops, smartphones,
and game consoles, could be considered
the material of virtuality. A coltan mine
in Numbi (Kivu, Democratic Republic of
Congo) is rendered using a program for
making computer games. The images are
printed on theatre backdrops.

ROOM 3.5
The collection of works presented in
this room and ROOM 3.4 bring together
threads of Revital Cohen and Tuur Van
Balen’s ongoing research into the way
cultural imaginaries about specific animals
shape natural history. Through a careful
combination of materials and forms, they
unpack the classification and engineering
of species and the symbolic and economic
values ascribed to these bodies rendered
as objects.
3. Paradise series, 2017–ongoing
		
		
		
		
		

Emperor, 2017
Raggiana, 2017
Magnificent, 2017
Greater, 2020
Twelve-wired, 2020

Rare earth neon, mammoth ivory, copper, paint
Dimensions variable

3.2
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The steel structures within taxidermy
birds-of-paradise, collected by
naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace while
developing his theory of natural
selection, were revealed by a horse
veterinarian through an X-ray machine
and reconstructed in rare earth neon.
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10. Entertainment Row
Concrete
M

4
5

M

6
11
10

7

ROOM 3.4
8

4. Blue Roan (IIIIIKKLM), 2020

9

Horse ash powder coat on aluminium panel
150 x 200 cm

5. Blue Roan (Superficial Flexor), 2020
Horse ash powder coat on steel panel
125 x 180 cm

Ashes of a thoroughbred racehorse
were used to make a bespoke powder
coat formula. The powder particles
are specified to be the thickness of
horsehair and the colour is mixed
to match a blue roan—a rare colour
pattern for horse coats. The powder
is then applied unevenly by hand to
aluminium and steel sheets in a powder
coating factory, proposing a breed of
horse painting which is material rather
than figurative.
6. Itchy Palm Trees, 2016
Rare earth neon, mammoth ivory, natural rubber
3.5 x 110 x 2.2 cm

Neon tubes coated in rare earth
phosphate powder and shaped by
a Hong Kong neon-master were
paired with fragments of mammoth
ivory to construct a sort of core
sample of an immaterial geology. The
phosphates extracted from Chinese
soil are juxtaposed with tusk mined
from mammoth skeletons found deep
in the muds of Siberia and traded
predominantly in Hong Kong.
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ROOM 3.6
The works in this room and ROOM 3.7 are
from a new, ongoing body of work that
considers gambling as a contemporary
condition that underpins socio-political
and economic inequalities across locales.
The performance mock-ups of “The
Londoner”, a casino in Macau, juxtaposed
with objects made from soil from
Jerusalem and cement from the West
Bank, are a poignant reflection on the
invisible, yet far reaching, mechanisms and
contradictions at work on the ground and
on the geopolitical stage.
Performance Mock-ups series, 2020
7. Ballroom Ceiling
Painted canvas on board, cameras, spotlights, steel
240 x 212 x 90 cm

8. Lower Level
Painted canvas on board, architectural moulding,
LED strip, steel
350x 222 x 27 cm

9. Sky Bridge
Painted canvas on board, architectural moulding
160 x 35 x 13 cm

E

13 x 13 x 13 cm

X

X

XX

This seriesEof new sculptures are
a meditation on “The Londoner”,
an upcoming casino in Macau—
following on from “The Venetian” and
“The Parisian”—all owned by Sands
Corporation, a major political donor to
both Benjamin Netanyahu and Donald
Trump. These chimera structures of
surfaces and moulded parts, in part
produced by fabricators of Macau
casino environments, reposition
political and historical monuments
as sets for a geopolitical reality
veiled as spectacle. The mock-ups are
preoccupied with the uncanniness of
the site: a Macau spectacle borrowing
the facade of Westminster to
masquerade as a simulation of London,
while its profits fund the construction
of settlements in the West Bank.
11. The Circuit, 2019
Jerusalem clay and resin
Dimensions variable

Casino chips manufactured in China
for the artists, using clay dug up in
Jerusalem.

ROOM 3.8
The selection of works in this room and
ROOMS 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 feature
a mixture of recent and older works that
outline the artists’ extensive exploration
of animal bodies as designed objects.
At times speculative, the ensuing works
are critical appropriations of medical
apparatuses, systems, and methodologies.
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13
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Simultaneously, these works unravel
the artists’ ongoing interest in materials,
tethered to their extraction and production
through the lenses of trade and colonialism.
12. The Immortal, 2012
Life support machines, stainless steel, acrylic,
wood, tubing
Dimensions variable

A heart-lung machine, dialysis machine,
infant incubator, mechanical ventilator,
and an intraoperative cell salvage
machine are connected to each other,
circulating liquids and air in an attempt
to mimic a biological structure. When
turned on, these organ replacement
machines operate in orchestrated
loops, keeping each other alive through
the circulation of electrical impulses,
oxygen, and artificial blood. Salt water
acts as blood replacement: throughout
the artificial circulatory system minerals
are added and filtered out again, the
blood is oxygenated through contact
with the oxygen cycle, and an ECG
device monitors the system’s heartbeat.
13. Pigeon D’or, 2010
DNA code to produce lipase in bacteria
Video, 10:40 minutes

Working with biochemists and pigeon
fanciers, a series of interventions were
made in pursuit of making a pigeon
defecate soap. In order to do so, bacteria
was specially-designed using synthetic
biology to modify pigeons’ metabolism.
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16. Exhaustion (Left Front Pastern), 2020
181
12

19
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Patinated bronze
6 x 6.4 x 15 cm

A cast of a racehorse’s fractured leg
bone, reconstructed from a medical
CT scan.
M

X

21.		 Forevers, 2017
Production documentation
1:00 minute loop

20
22

The ivory tusk of a baby Congolese
elephant, half of a set from a Belgian
M
family heirloom, is burned at a pet
X the ashes of the
crematorium. From
ivory
E an artificial diamond is made,
turning the carbon into a form of
fossil. The diamond is then set as an
ouroboros in a gold replica of the
artist’s wedding ring.
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X

E 11), 2016
17. New Weariness (Part
Glass
55 x 16 x 16 cm

14. Respiratory Dog, 2008
C-type print on aluminium
84 x 60 cm

The Life Support series proposes the
use of animals bred commercially
(for consumption or entertainment)
as companions and providers of
external organs. The use of transgenic
farm animals or retired working
dogs as life support “devices” for
renal and respiratory patients
suggests a hospitable alternative to
machine-driven medical therapies.

ROOM 3.12
15. La Foret, 2016
C-type print
125 x 240 cm

From the Heart Lines series, this X-ray
portrait is of a historic taxidermy
gorilla in the collection of the
Royal Museum for Central Africa in
Tervuren, Belgium. A gorilla, half a
lion, and a leopard killing an impala
(ROOM 3.9) were taken from the
museum’s archive and X-rayed in a
local hospital, exposing the sculptural
structures within.
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A fragment from a public sculpture;
this part was made from the
laminated windows of a building
development in South London.
In reversing the supply chains of
construction, the building was
unmade into an artificial ore.

ROOM 3.9
18. Savane Du Sud Dessus, 2016
C-type print
197 x 122 cm

Another print from the Heart Lines
series, on view in this room is an
X-ray of a taxidermy scene of a
leopard killing an impala1. The title
of the series is borrowed from a
tradition of Siberian rock drawings
of animals in an X-ray style, which
were based on a shamanistic belief
that animals could be brought back
to life by the portrayal of one line
running from the animal’s mouth to
its vital organs.
1

Production documentation.

ROOM 3.10

22.		 Retour, 2015
C-Type Print (from series of 3)
75 x 75 cm

20.		 Leopard, Impala, 2016
Rare earth neon, mammoth ivory, natural rubber
152 x 84 x 63 cm

In the sculptural incarnations of the
image in ROOM 3.9, the steel structures
uncovered inside the scene of a leopard
killing an impala are recreated in
rare earth neon, mammoth ivory, and
natural rubber, this time reconstructing
the imaginary choreography between
two animal skins in the materials
of contemporary mining practices.
Mining plays an important role in
maintaining a postcolonial reality
(and vice versa), where resources are
extracted from deep in the Congolese
soil to be spread throughout the
world. The act of mining for Siberian
mammoth ivory (a matter between
animal and mineral) or rare earth
phosphates echoes the X-ray process:
extraction from below the surface—
the surface of the earth or the surface
of the body.

19. Vertebra (Neck), 2017
Rare earth neon, mammoth ivory, natural rubber
19 x 8 x 6 cm

A fragment of Leopard, Impala
(ROOM 3.10).
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Gold fingers from computer motherboards scattered on the soil of a
Congolese gold mine.

ROOM 3.11
23.		 Take a Good Lamp, 2016
Recorded screen
3:30 minute loop

A coltan mine in Numbi (Kivu, DR
Congo) is filmed through a distant
video call, capturing a landscape
mined for minerals of virtuality over
an unstable connection. The footage
was made during the production of
Trapped in the Dream of the Other
(ROOM 3.24).
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24 28

from anarcho-punk band Crass,
performing
M in a bingo hall
originally built as a cinema
X
designed to look like a church.
E specifically for a large
Produced
LED screen, the footage is overlaid
with pulsating light formations
inspired by Las Vegas techniques
of visual seduction.

X

FIRST FLOOR
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25.		 The Dancefloor, 2019
Programmed gallery striplights
Dimensions variable

Exhibition lights programmed to
occasionally break into blinking
patterns echoing the “siren song”
of a slot machine display.

ROOM 3.7
Part of their latest body of work
on gambling, the artists imagine an
exhibition as an organism, combining
sculpture, film, light, sound, scent,
and text to create a space inspired
by subliminal strategies devised by
the gambling industry which induce
self-delusion as a way of seeing. The
evocative interconnections of these
elements draw their logic from the
idea of apophenia—a psychiatric term
describing the tendency to perceive
meaningful connections between
unrelated things or patterns in
random information.
24.		 The Odds (Part 1), 2019
HD video with sound
16:00 minutes
LED wall, 400 x 200 cm

The Odds (Part 1) brings together
racehorses anaesthetised with
ketamine in a “knockdown box”,
showgirls from a casino in Macau
owned by the world’s biggest
political donor, and Steve Ignorant,
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26.		 The Opening, 2019
Hand blown glass
28 x 28 mm

A glass replica of one of the artists’
eyes, hovering somewhere between
commodity and amulet.
27.		 The Restraint, 2019
Scent
200 hours

A scent commissioned by the artists
from a marketing company for a
gallery space. It is made of musk
overlayed with synthetic molecules
that mimic human pheromones and
the stress-like smell of the Dead
Horse Arum Lily—a flower that
imitates a horse corpse to draw
flies, and that is sometimes used in
perfumery to add a faint smell of
the sea.

3.20

3.18

3.5

3.19

28.		 It Is So Brightness, 2014
Aluminium and electronics
126 x 88 x 15 cm

(see ROOM 3.24)
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3.24

3.23
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33
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31
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ROOM 3.5

A significant part of Revital Cohen and
Tuur Van Balen’s research has focused
on the extraction of raw materials that
play a crucial part in the global mass
manufacturing of consumer desires.
Considering this system as a totality
in which we are all entangled, works
in this room use the artists’ archives to
bring personal and family history into a
narrative of distance and matter.

HD projection on silver screen
10:00 minutes

A herd of Heck cattle moves across a
green screen. The breed is the result
of an attempt to bring extinct aurochs
back to life in 1930s Germany: a
de-domestication project in search of
an animal’s “true form”. The remaining
cattle now exist as self-replicating
sculptural objects, inspired by an
ideological dream of nature. In the
south of England, a farmer is rearing
Heck to be photographed, a reflection
of a post-Fordist economy where the
image of an animal is more valuable
than its flesh.

ROOM 3.18
33. Dissolution (I Know Nothing), 2016
Two-channel video with sound
10:00 minutes

The footage used in Dissolution (I Know
Nothing) composes a form of seascape,
assembling fragmented connections
between material and time from Congo,
Rwanda, and across the Indian Ocean on
a containership to China. Gunpowder,
dissolved minerals, blinking LEDs,
personal and colonial histories.
34.		 Untitled (Almost Rubaya), 2016
Copper, nickel, gold, and tin on bronze
20 x 20 cm

ROOM 3.19

35.		 Where One Can See 120 Ntore
Dancers, 2016
Copper, nickel, gold, and tin on bronze
76 x 57 cm

The Dancefloor, 2019

Programmed gallery striplights
230 x 230 x 13cm

31.

Paradise (Wire), 2019
39 3

38
40

The Rise, 2020

Holy water from the Jordan River, glycerin, haze machine
720 minutes

32. Desert Island Dusk, 2020
Horse ash powder coat on aluminium racehorse shoe
14 x 14 x 2 cm
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From Inlands, a series of landscapes
produced by electroplating gold,
copper, tin, and nickel onto bronze
sheets. The abstract renditions of open
mines in the Democratic Republic of
Congo are materialised by the elements
excavated from its soil. The titles are
taken from a travel guide to Congo and
Ruanda-Urundi from 1958 belonging to
Van Balen’s grandparents.

Gouache on cyanotype on paper
50 x 70 cm
Courtesy of a Private Collection

Sea the Stars (Dawn Approach), 2019

36 2

Gouache on cyanotype on paper
50 x 70 cm

Sea the Stars (Night of Thunder), 2019
Gouache on cyanotype on paper
50 x 70 cm

ROOM 3.20

29.		 Advances, 2015

30.

37.		 Drawings, 2013 – ongoing
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75 Watt (Position), 2014
The processes of mass manufacturing
are intricately explored by the artists’
works on electronics manufacturing and
the goldfish industry. By juxtaposing
the automated and manual operations
involved, the two projects not only
highlight the ambivalent interconnections
between mass-manufacture, function,
bodies, and emotions in global production
and consumption, but also let slip the role
of the artists in these processes.

Gouache on cyanotype on paper
50 x 70 cm

36.		 75 Watt, 2013

D/AlCuNdAu (Unique Solutions), 2016

Resin, aluminium, electronics
35 x 17 x 18cm
HD video with sound
10:00 minutes

75 Watt (Transport Empty), 2014
Gouache on cyanotype on paper
50 x 70 cm

Trapped in the Dream of the Other (Jade), 2017
Gouache on cyanotype on paper
50 x 70 cm

The Immortal (Anatomy), 2013
Gouache on cyanotype on paper
50 x 70 cm

Cyanotype on paper
50 x 70 cm

A product is designed to be made in
China. The object’s only function is to
choreograph the movements performed
by the labourers manufacturing it. The
assembly/dance took place at the White
Horse Electric Factory in Zhongshan,
China between March 10th and 19th,
2013 and resulted in 40 objects and a
film documenting the choreography of
their assembly2.

2
Excerpt from Frames, a further collaboration with
Alexander Whitley, commissioned by Rambert Dance
Company. In the performance, dancers construct an
evolving stage set, which in turn constructs their
dance moves.
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Heart Lines (Demi-detourné), 2019
Cyanotype on paper
50 x 70 cm

An ongoing series of blueprints
overlaying technical drawings,
research, ideas, and mementos
collected in the production process
of works in this room as well
as others, such as the Paradise
series (ROOM 3.5), Trapped in the
Dream of the Other (ROOM 3.24),
D/AlCuNdAu (ROOM 3.23), Heart
Lines (ROOM 3.9), and The Immortal
(ROOM 3.8).

FLOOR PLANS AND EXHIBITED WORKS
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42. D/AlCuNdAu, 2015

41.		 Drawings, 2013 – ongoing

41

Sterile (Islands), 2020

39 3

38
40

Aluminium, lava, copper, neodymium, gold
10 x 8 x 6.5 cm
Mine: dimensions variable
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Cyanotype on paper
50 x 70 cm

An artificial ore constructed of
aluminium (Al), copper (Cu),
neodymium (Nd), gold (Au), and
Icelandic lava rock “mined” out of
hard drives from the DataCell data
centre in Iceland.

Sensei Ichi-gō (Instrumental Verse), 2015
Cyanotype on paper
50 x 70 cm
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Sterile (Troubling), 2020
Cyanotype on paper
50 x 70 cm

38.		 Kingyo Kingdom, 2013

43. We Have To Work Hard And Work With
Our Heart, 2014

44

HD video with sound
20:00 minutes

Aluminium and electronics
185 x 87 x 15 cm
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A film following the stages through
which Japanese goldfish become
objects: a house built by a breeder,
a national competition, a wholesale
market preparing boxes of goldfish
for airfreight.

Part of the series Giving More to
Get More, this aluminium structure
is set with programmable LED
strips displaying fragments of
text from conversations with LED
manufacturers that can only be read
with the animated illumination. The
language that emerges is a byproduct
of global mass-manufacturing
processes; a production-centred
pidgin prose from Alibaba.com, a
source of both material and content.
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39.		 Sterile, 2014
Goldfish
Dimensions variable

An edition of goldfish engineered to
hatch without reproductive organs3.
The fish were produced for the artists
by Professor Etsuru Yamaha, from
Hokkaido University in Japan, in a
single edition of 45. The fish went on
to live in the artists’ studio and their
bodies were eventually preserved as
a memorial.
3

Goldfish filmed in Yamaha’s lab, winter 2014.

40.		 Sensei Ichi-gō, 2014

Stainless steel, electronics, acrylic, glass, vinyl, nylon
200 x 170 x 450 cm

A machine capable of producing sterile
goldfish in an automated reenactment
of Yamaha-Sensei’s movements and
actions. A contraption with its own
(dormant) choreography, the machine
acts as a potential reproductive organ.
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ROOMS 3.23 & 3.24

44. Avant Tout, Discipline, 2017

The constellation of works in these rooms
is centred around the artists’ in-depth
research on exploitative mining practices
in the Democratic Republic of Congo
and their relationship to global trade
and supply networks. Here, other spatial
histories are intertwined and unravelled
through the reverse mining of electronic
products that we carry around in our
pockets, putting us in constant contact
with these conflicts. When seen together,
the collection of works traces a physical
and virtual circuit where raw materials,
distances, and sites are put into close
proximity.
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Printed voile
500 x 300 cm (series of 7)

(See ROOM 3.2)
45. Trapped in the Dream of the Other, 2017
4k video with sound
20:00 minutes

A camera navigates through what
the artists themselves have called a
performance: in the summer of 2016,
bespoke fireworks were set off in an
open-air coltan mine near Numbi,
in the eastern region of DR Congo.
The fireworks had been imported
from Liuyang in Hunan Province,
the epicentre of China’s fireworks
manufacturing industry, and set off
remotely over an unstable connection.
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Enter the ring. The vans drive up the
dirt road into the wide empty field.
Standing on the tribune, managers
wait armed with checklists on
clipboards. As soon as dawn creeps
in pyrotechnics shoot from all vans,
rapidly, chaotically, relentlessly. In
this daily ritual hundreds of fireworks
are tested simultaneously, staging an
industrial spectacle that looks and
sounds like a festive war zone.
Enter the ring. A manmade
topography of narrow corridors is
etched into the side of a mountain
by shovels and water, resembling
long bony fingers that dissolve into a
valley. Your sharp, jerky motions drag
and stretch the terrain as it reloads.
When taking a turn, the landscape
rearranges itself instead of your body.
Climbing out, the mountainsides
abruptly end in pixelated splurts.
Over the edge lies the most
spectacular sunset, with pinks and
oranges painted by a machine.
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Enter the ring. At first a line of
rectangles in black and silver
aluminium, some bent over by the
blow of a sledgehammer, others
laying flat. Then, a layer of stacked
needles adorned with orange
cellophane fading into a pool of
glistening warped discs. Closer still
sits a stack of hard dull magnets,
followed by a plastic green canopy
studded with black stamps. Towards
the centre there’s a foam of rings,
silver smooth or black with teeth. At
the heart stands a small ore, dark and
shiny, heavy and light, artificial and
natural, balancing on its edge.
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The 4th day in Bukavu started with
a small stamp-shaped victory, this
one from the Ministry of Mines. As
I spend time in Zacharie’s office, it
seems that lots of useful info comes
out, just very slowly. So I hang out
there, film a bit, study maps, talk to
the other men who, like me, seem to
just wander in because they’re lost.
I’m liking the polite old fashioned
French and imagine wearing a suit
and hat under my coat of dust. Just
like last year, collecting stamps from
different authorities is the only way
to avoid difficulties, both in Bukavu
(the province capital) as well as
at our arrival in Numbi. Ministry of
Mines, Chef de Village, Immigration
Ministry, Police Commissioner,
Army Commander, Secret Service.
East Congo is often portrayed as a
lawless place lacking authority but if
anything, there seem to be too many
authorities. Also, why can you collect
a stamp from the Secret Service?
There’s a small island of French
vocabulary, which I know just about
enough to explain the work: supply
chain, connection, performance of the
soil, China, fireworks.

Going up the mountain the process
of turning gunpowder into stars
unveils in reverse. Every stage in the
assembly line is performed under
concrete canopies at least 20 meters
apart alongside the spiralling trail
so if an accident happens the whole
operation doesn’t vanish in a rapid
series of explosions. Liuyang city is
loud, polluted and grey, while in the
silent green mountainside open air
mixers turn soil and chemicals into
industrial spectacles.
Going down the mountain daily,
we catch a few minutes of internet
connection on the highest point that
can carry a video stream. Numbi
mining town fades into the distance
as we climb the grassy green hills,
following the men with shovels on
their way to the source. The image is
pixelated and slow, the sound robotic.
From the other side this landscape
is a broken simulation, forever
incomplete.
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It’s Sunday and not all ‘officials’ work
so we can’t go into the coltan mine
yet. I suggest we take a walk out
of town anyway and ask our friend
negotiant if he can take us to another
mine. It’s afternoon and following the
river, we cross creuseurs (diggers;
miners would sound too professional)
who are walking back home with
their shovels. The mine is a gold and
tourmaline mine: a big site of land
at the bottom of the hill close to
the river, ripped open by hundreds
of people with basic tools. I take
some pictures on my film camera
that did survive the journey, canon
AE1: Kalashnikov of cameras. I also
sprinkle the gold we mined from the
computer parts on the black earth.
There’s a lot of interest and I hope it
won’t confuse future creuseurs.
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Dismembering a computer, my
pliers remove a flat square plate. It
is branded Foxconn. This aluminium
rectangle contains an enormous
and expanding anti-suicide net,
surrounding the factory where
earth is standardised and turned
into magick. The name spells the
dance of many fingers assembling
tiny synthetic insects in endless
repetition. I cannot melt this plate. I
put it on the floor near the debris of
circuits, like a rare collected stamp
from a far away place.
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CONVERSATION WITH THE ARTISTS
CHRISTINA LI: Maybe we can start this
conversation by first talking about how you
begin a project. Research is such a crucial part
of your work, what are your methodologies and
how do you start up your process? As you work
with so many parties in your work, you have to
invite people in to help you produce work in all
of these different contexts. I can imagine these
relationships and this trust take a long time
to foster, do you have particular strategies for
beginning to work within a specific context?
REVITAL COHEN: Our projects are quite a
marathon, they take a long time and usually
happen in parallel. We normally start the
research by reading but very soon begin looking
for points of entry and people to talk to. For
75 Watt (2013) we went out to the Pearl River
Delta in 2011 and visited as many factories as
we could, for Sterile (2014) we followed goldfish
around Japan (for what then became King yo
Kingdom, 2013) on the way to meet Professor
Yamaha. With the gambling work we went in
multiple directions at once: working with the
equine hospital, the Sands showgirls, casino
designers, a marketing company, a professional
gambler, an economist (Lucas Chancel from the
World Inequality Lab), and also of course Steve
Ignorant from Crass, who is one of the heroes of
my youth.
TUUR VAN BALEN: For the Democratic
Republic of Congo works we were talking to
IPIS (International Peace Information Service
in Antwerp, who do amazing work on mapping
the relationship between conflict and natural
resources) and other experts across the world
before travelling to DR Congo and spending
time in Kivu, to visit mining towns and other
places along the sometimes obscure supply
chains of coltan. Only later did we return to
make the work.
RC: Once we have a broad interest mapped
out, we arrange some site visits and that’s when
the research becomes truly interesting—this
is usually when we create those relationships
which are such an important part of our
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practice. It is often finding the person we can
and want to work with which enables a project
to happen at all, or allows it to grow bigger
if we want to continue working together. In
some cases our collaborator became a source of
inspiration—such as Professor
Yamaha who inspired the machine (Sensei
Ichi-gō, 2014)—in other cases they became good
friends.
TVB: There’s always an element of chance
in these processes too, as someone can look
“on paper” like a good match, say because they
have the right expertise, but then you might
just not get on with them personally. With
Professor Yamaha, we knew he was probably
the only person in the world who could make
the sterile goldfish for us. We had a bio-scientist
as a studio-assistant at the time who found
him and helped us understand his research in
preparation for asking him. Rightfully so, he had
many reservations about our (remote) request
and it wasn’t until we showed up in his lab in
Hokkaido that he understood we were serious
(and respectful) about this. Revital believes it’s
also because I accidentally was dressed the same
as he was.
CL: It is as though the journey of making one
work opens up possibilities for other parallel
projects, and that is a necessary step to, say,
reaching your original destination. Given the
fact that your projects often take years to
develop and veer in many possible directions,
when does a project end?
RC: It’s hard to tell, they do seem to give birth
to each other or grow in some strange organic
way. We often spend years on the research and
production of a work, so it’s not uncommon
to pick something up along the way that then
grows into its own. We also tend to use different
media or production methods for each work,
and sometimes through the making a new
idea emerges. For example, when making the
public sculpture Every Increased Possession
Loads Us With New Weariness (2017), we were
using a software that produces 3D scans from
photographs; around the same time Tuur was

heading to film in Kivu in Congo and decided to
try and photograph the mine for this software.
We later put this scan into a game engine to
make Avant Tout, Discipline (2017). The end
of a project can be marked by an exhibition,
sometimes by the completion of a long
production or a feeling of reaching fruition, and
also, once, in the case of Sterile, the literal death
of the work.
TVB: For example, for a long time we were
interested in how natural resources extracted
in DR Congo perform technological desires
elsewhere, connecting all of us to the ongoing
exploitation of the region. Coltan is only the
latest in a long list of materials that historically
came from DR Congo: ivory, rubber, copper,
uranium, gold… We sort of knew we wanted
to make a work in a coltan mine but it took us
years to research and prepare for the work; we
didn’t want to approach it lightly. During that
time we made a lot of other works: Dissolution,
I Know Nothing (2016) came after spending
time on a containership between China and
Central Africa, while also going through my
grandfather’s 8mm film archive shot in Congo
and Rwanda. The series of artificial minerals (H/
AlCuTaAu, B/NdAlTaAu, D/AlCuNdAu, 2014–
2016) were ways of approaching Congo from the
other side of the supply chain: by deconstructing
consumer electronics and digging for bits of
Congo.
CL: In this show, you are showing a new body
of work and ongoing research around gambling
and the gaming industry. How did you become
interested in gambling?
RC: It grew from my fascination with the Sands
casinos in Macau. My interest was in the fact
that its owner is a big funder of Benjamin
Netanyahu (I’m originally from Jerusalem)
and later also of Donald Trump, which makes
this spectacle of entertainment into a place
of geopolitical significance. I kept imagining
coins being fed into the slot machines and then
popping out as settlements in the West Bank. I
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think we went to see Sands for the first time in
2016, on our way to Liuyang. I just wanted to
see this place, I knew it meant something. From
then on we started seeing gambling everywhere:
in the way people spoke about Brexit, in art
funding structures, in the trajectory of being an
artist—or of being anyone in precarious labour.
We started asking if we could consider gambling
to be the common state of mind, a response to
rising inequality and to the demise of a linear
future.
CL: We included some of the earlier works
that you had made as solo artists in Z33. Can
you share a bit how you began to collaborate
together? Through the earlier works Pigeon
D’or (2010) and Life Support (2008), even though
some might take a more speculative angle, it is
evident that your interest in animals and their
role in our culture and everyday lives has been
there from the beginning. Do you want to speak
a little bit about how it feels to include these
early works, and how you might compare your
methodologies then and now?
TVB: After graduating from the Royal College
of Art (RCA) in 2008, we each started an
independent practice while sharing a studio.
We were also a couple already. As the works
became more complex and long term, we had to
start negotiating for each other’s time. “You help
me out for a week now and I’ll give you a week
next month…” We were slowly becoming more
involved in each other’s work, and our practices
also started to grow closer. By 2012, they were
so entangled that it felt like a very small step to
merge them into one.
RC : We have been working together ever
since, but I wouldn’t say there has been a
merger. It is really important to us to maintain
autonomy within this collaboration and remain
two individual artists that are making work
together. This is why we use our full, individual
names and why our texts are mostly written
in the first person—it is not a collective I,
but fragments that are written by either of
us and later assembled. We also give each
other the freedom to talk about the works in
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a personal and subjective way, which means
my interpretation will not necessarily be the
same as his. In general I would like to imagine
a togetherness of differences, like in a family,
rather than a corporate, unanimous we.
TVB: Hindsight does indeed reveal strands
that have proven important throughout our
practice—as you mentioned, interspecies
relationships for one. Those earlier works
definitely had a speculative element to them
which felt like an effective mechanism for
questioning. This was partly informed by
studying under Dunne & Raby at the RCA. For
me personally, it was also important to seek out
the friction that develops when you prototype
speculations. For example, that is why it was so
important for me, when working on Pigeon d’Or,
to actually create the bacteria (to make a pigeon
defecate soap) in the lab.
RC: When making 75 Watt (2013), which was
perhaps our first work together, the constraints
of reality gave shape to the work, definitely
making it less perfect but I think more complex
and substantial. I think that was the beginning
of us working in a situated way.
CL: When I look at your work, it’s essentially
about unpacking or even intervening in
mechanised industrial processes, where
it’s almost so streamlined and automated,
almost fool proof, where irrational human
elements—such as emotions and ethics, and
even everything connected to life and its
unpredictable nature—can be a glitch in this
whole circuit. Is this aspect important to you?
Also, how do you see yourselves as artists
involved in these processes, who have to deal
with all these elements on a level that might not
be in the forefront of the work?
RC: Yes, this aspect is really important. I
feel that there is something about making
a dent in these massive and opaque systems
which makes me feel less powerless, it’s like
a humanising exercise or perhaps exposure
therapy. Not because I think the industrial is
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necessarily evil, but because there is something
so incomprehensible in the scale and distance—
which is the essence of these processes—that
they appear to be, unquestionable, almost
God-like, and I feel that as artists when we
manage to enter these structures we can look
again at the animals, people, and natural
resources within them. We can bring them
back to earth. We are both really interested
in the way that standard industrial practices
(scale, opacity, disconnection) allow for slow
or structural violence to happen, starting from
Sigfried Giedion’s writing on mechanisation,
how Ford’s first assembly line was inspired by
disassembly lines in meat factories, and ending
in contemporary mining practices. In the work
however it’s really important to me to remain
somehow implicated while thinking with these
processes, as they are so omnipresent and there
is no real outside. There will often be a very
personal question on my mind, which tends to
drive the work but is not necessarily brought
forward in its presentation. For example,
Sterile started from me thinking a lot about the
meaning of reproduction and infertility, which
at the time was a question also relating to my
own body. It then became a much wider question
about animal (re)production, but of course
remained incredibly personal: we initiated the
creation of these animals and are therefore
forever ethically implicated in their existence.
CL: In your recent projects, such as Subtitles,
text seems to have taken a more prominent
role. If one pays attention to your titles, there is
always a kind of poetry there, how do you find
your titles? Compared to the past, has writing
become an increasingly important aspect of
your work and how it exists alongside your
objects?
RC: Ha, it’s nice you are asking about them as the
subtitles (which are perhaps more a presentation
strategy than a project) were very much inspired
by you! Text has always played a really big part
in our process—framing our intention to a
collaborator is a very important part of what
we do as it is how we enter a situation—in a

way, we always start from persuasion, which
often happens in writing. We have also been
using text to assemble long and sporadic
research processes into one entity (a little bit
like the blueprint drawings) but it was never
clear where text would sit in an exhibition. We
usually contributed texts to catalogues and have
printed them in shows, but when you staged
your rehearsal of White Horse/Twin Horse your
decision to position text fragments generated
from our work next to the works just worked
so beautifully. I wanted to find ways to bring in
the writing in this fragmented way (which suits
our texts anyway as they are always written in
fragments) and started using projected subtitles,
which are very ephemeral, so not binding—you
can get a taste or idea of what is happening
under the surface but perhaps not always the
whole story. I also like the idea of a subtitle
divorced from the moving image, animating
sculpture or an image or a space.
About titles—well I just love words. I collect
good ones in a sketchbook to be summoned
when a title is needed. Sometimes projects bring
their own title, like the names of the racehorses
(as in Luna Eclipse, Oasis Dream, 2019) or the
dioramas in Tervuren (Savane Du Sud Dessus,
2016).
TVB: …or my grandparents’ travel guide to
Congo and Ruanda-Urundi from 1958. The book
gives detailed driving instructions to places
along roads that don’t exist anymore, across
borders that can no longer be crossed, guiding
through a future that never existed. It’s these
detailed driving instructions that gave titles to
the Inlands (2016) series.
Leave Goma past Kisenyi and take the road
to Ruhengeri. At km 11, Rugerero, centre
of Bugoyi, where one can see 120 “Ntore”
dancers. Further, at km 14 lies the milk farm of
Nyundo, and close by the old imposing Catholic
mission founded in 1901 as the base of the
first inland diocese of Rwanda-Urundi. At the
Sisters of Our Lady of Africa, one can admire
and order beautiful tapestries, woven by hand
from banana fibres by young inland girls.
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CL: We worked together on a show in 2018 at
De Brakke Grond entitled White Horse/Twin
Horse, which laid a lot of the groundwork for
the show here at Z33. The idea of rehearsals,
permutations, and reiterations were explored
quite extensively in the project at De Brakke
Grond as a methodology to present your
practice. Can you elaborate more on what you
took away from this experiment of showing
your work in multiple presentations within the
exhibition time period?
TVB: When we were invited by De Brakke
Grond to make an exhibition throughout all of
their spaces, including the theatre spaces, the
idea came up to “rehearse an exhibition”. There’s
always been a relation to performance in our
work, not in a classic “performance art” way
but more in the performing of the production
in context. Such situated practice necessitates
research, preparation, and often rehearsals too.
White Horse/Twin Horse, the exhibition
at Brakke Grond became an exhibition in
five rehearsals: we moved our entire physical
storage and digital archive to the theatre space
to unpack the work into a series of iterations in
collaboration with two curators (you and Samuel
Saelemakers), a fellow artist (Tyler Coburn) and
a theatre director (Anne Breure). Each of them
presented research, process, and outcomes in
different ways. The theatre’s technicians, used
to building and unbuilding productions every
night, reinstalled the exhibition every ten days,
activating and deactivating different parts. A
writer in residence (Judith Vrancken) captured
each iteration with a text that remained in
the space, her writing accumulating as the
exhibition transformed.
Choosing “rehearsal” as format to present
process created its own feedback loop since
“rehearsal” is a process of creation in itself.
So we found ourselves in some exhibition
equivalent of a Droste effect: an image that
contains the same image that contains the same
image and so on. The experience (for me) was
wonderful and intense and asked at least as
many questions as it provided answers for. I’d
love to hear your experience of it too, actually?
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CL: Before you invited me to curate one of
the runs of White Horse/Twin Horse we met
a couple of times in Hong Kong, when you
exhibited works on two different occasions.
When you invited me over email, while I had
a sense of what your practice and interests
were, I only truly got to know your complex
work after I said yes and spent days sifting
through your website, your research blogs
and all the materials you were able to share
with me on your Google Drive. This is very
different from conducting a studio visit where
one gets familiarised with an artist’s practice
through dialogue. Looking back, I guess it
was a deliberate gesture on my part to not go
that route and instead, I took on the role of the
researcher, or even of a detective, and formed
my own interpretations and made my own
interconnections within your oeuvre.
I work in a way that responds to the
conditions in which I am invited to work, and
in this case I was intrigued by the challenges
that came with the invitation: your strategy
of “rehearsing”, finding a way to present a
practice that exists beyond the categories
of research, process, and outcomes, as well
as working within a hybrid theatre-gallery
space. When you gave me carte blanche—
which I thought was an incredibly generous
gesture—I was interested to devise a method
that not only grapples with the questions I just
mentioned, but also captures the limitations
and potential made available by the temporal
and spatial aspect of this specific structure
you have created. I also wondered, “How
might the audience know what happened in
the previous runs, and the changes that have
happened within the space?” So coming
back to this idea of me as a researcher/
detective, I thought the methodology of
forensics might be a helpful framework for
capturing all the traces within the space, and
for merging all the research materials that
are usually quite hidden from conventional
presentations of your work, and showing
them on a levelled plane. Like a crime scene,
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with numbering, taped outlines of objects
tracing their positions in previous iterations,
all sorts of texts generated from your projects,
together with all the works and objects that
were available as evidence. It created a weird,
manic matrix of relationships through time,
objects, and spaces within the entire project
and beyond. We didn’t know we were going
to embark on this journey to work on this
survey show then, but this experience was
crucial for me as a foundation for my role as
a conversation partner with you two as we
worked on Palms Palms Palms.
RC: This show was really transformative for
us, it was sort of a learning process on speed.
The context of the stage brought up the idea
of rehearsal, largely inspired by working with
theatre technicians who build a set every day
rather than once before a show. The black
box brought in the use of dynamic lighting,
pre-programmed sequences, and the idea of
making an exhibition a time-based experience,
all of which were things I had never considered
before but are very much part of how we have
made exhibitions since. Like all experiments,
some things were successful and others less so,
but the quick turnaround made room for this,
giving us all a huge amount of freedom which
was quite unique in exhibition making, and the
whole thing accumulated into a sort of haze of
images, experiences, words, and temporalities
which I think really worked for our practice.
It was very productive to discover how well
theatre strategies could work as a presentation
method for us, bringing some of the backstory
into the, well, “outcomes”.
CL: How did this experience at De Brakke
Grond shaped how you exhibit your works or,
more precisely within the context of your first
survey show here at Z33? It not only requires
a different approach from exhibiting in group
shows, but also offers new opportunities to
reflect on presentation strategies. Following
that, would you say you have tried some new
things which you hadn’t had a chance before
now to try out?

RC: In a way, the show at De Brakke Grond
ended up being quite a comprehensive survey,
it spanned so many pieces and research, but we
barely showed any works. One of our initial
ambitions was to “show all the work and none of
the work” so we just let the pieces be juxtaposed
into all sorts of assemblages, barely showing any
work “as intended”. So I think that was maybe
a show of our practice rather than of our work.
In Z33 we are showing the work, as it is meant
to be seen with accompanying texts and space
to breathe. The presentation is still somewhat
minimal and is focused on the connections
between the works rather than perhaps the
optimal display or a full quantity survey. I
feel that the sourcebook, with its continuous
cross-referencing, draws these constellations
between the works, and the subtitles and video
“footnotes” give a glimpse into some of the
research and process. The current pandemic
dampened a few of our plans for the parkour
(remember at some point the exhibition was
meant to be routed in both directions?) and
more performative navigation, but I’m sure these
ideas will resurface in the future.
CL: Indeed, there was an idea for the show to
be experienced twice. Almost building on the
terms and situations within a theatre setting, we
were interested in experimenting with how the
show and the works can be viewed “frontally”
or from “behind”, and in considering that point
of view as another possible entry point for
creating different relations between works.
TVB: At some point, we were even talking about
different viewpoints and directions in the show
relating to processes and aspects that relate
either to Revital or me…
CL: That’s true. We came up with many different
ways of organising the show and the space
before deciding on this configuration. Your work
has evolved more and more to consider not
only a universe of objects but, connecting to
your research in gambling and spatial design
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in casinos, it seems that the experiential part
is becoming increasingly important. I suppose
nowadays when we talk about experience,
we tend to focus on the live, performative
aspect of it. How do you understand the word
“experience” within your practice?
RC: It’s true, I don’t think it was a plan so much
as a result of the production processes becoming
more immersive for us, and a sort of wish to
bring some of that feeling of a place or situation
into the exhibition. Then the research into
gambling really opened up the idea of using
spatial “atmospherics” as these strategies (light,
scent, sound, atmosphere) are so very effective.
While making the gambling works we got
very interested in apophenia, the delusion of
seeing connections between things that may
or may not be there. In making the scent (The
Restraint, 2019) there was an opportunity to
bring in some of the reference points of the
work in a subconscious way. Most specifically,
in our request to use Dead Horse Arum Lily
in the formula, a perfumery ingredient that is
used to add a slight smell of the sea but is also
considered to smell like stress. It somehow
drew a constellation between the Sirens,
the thoroughbreds, my feelings. Having the
exhibition lights occasionally “break” into
slot machine light patterns (The Dancefloor,
2019) was again a way of staging a moment of
unclarity while also reframing the exhibition
as another site of gambling. Running a smoke
machine on holy water (The Rise, 2020) brought
in the element of belief which is a huge part of
the gambling state of mind, of my own psyche as
a girl from Jerusalem, and also relates to this site
(a former begijnhof).

Dear Miss Revital Cohen,

Dear Dr. Yamaha,

First of all, I would like to apologise
for my delayed reply. Actually, after
last e-mail, I send your e-mail some
my Ph.D members and discussed
your real intention about your project.
Because, we wonder at your project
as we Japanese know that your
royal family hate Living Modified
Organisms. Although they were
interested in your arts, I could not get
good answer from my PD about your
request.

Thank you very much for your reply!
I am so very happy and grateful that
you agree to start a conversation
about this project. Apologies for the
delayed response, I wanted to make
sure I can explain myself well.

My first question is “why goldfish?”
and the second is “why sterile?”
Let’s start.

I want to make a goldfish (and not
Meduka or zebrafish which are
available in UK laboratories) because
goldfish have a true relationship with
people.
They are already living modified
organisms - bred over generations
to be beautiful, and we keep them as
pets, love them and invite them to live
in our homes. Goldfish also appear in
legends and beliefs, and are symbolic
and significant culturally. Goldfish can
easily fall into the category of cheap
consumables, and I think they are a

I would love to hear what you think,
and be happy to answer more
questions or explain things further.
I hope to hear from you soon!
Best wishes,
Revital

“why sterile?”
The real intention about the project is
to question the changing definitions
of nature and product. I am very
curious by the pet industry and the
way domestic animals have been
designed through breeding. I was
wondering why people are afraid of
genetic modification in a laboratory
but not of modification through
selective breeding? From the many
product-animals, pets are most
interesting to me because they are
animals modified mostly for aesthetic
reasons.
“why goldfish?”
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perfect example of an organism which
can be defined both as a designed
product and an animal. They also tell
the story of fish domestication, of
designing animals through breeding
a genetic mutation and of domestic
amateur biotechnology.

Most pets designed through
selective breeding are sterilized
after birth. This is an important
stage of turning an animal into a
product (stopping uncontrolled
reproduction = protecting copyright).
I want to highlight this logic through
the design and creation of an
animal born without reproductive
organs at all, a biological product
in essence. By doing so I hope to
explore the meaning of infertility,
the classification and perception of
an organism which is not a link in a
chain but a being which encapsulates
both the beginning and the end of its
existence.
I also wonder if a species that does
not depend on sexual reproduction
is in some way protected from
extinction. Maybe a breed has
better chances of survival if it
enjoys a commercial success and
is reproduced according to rules of
supply and demand? I wonder if the
evolution of the animals of the future
would rely on a good business plan,
free from the uncertain dependency
on the complex networks of nature?
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BIOGRAPHY
London-based artists Revital Cohen and
Tuur Van Balen (b.1981) work across objects,
installation, and film to explore processes of
production as cultural, personal, and political
practices. Their practice could be thought of
as ‘situated’, where the making of the work is
performed within particular networks. The
extraction of Congolese minerals has been a
long-standing interest, followed by the many
forms of reality generated by the gambling
industry. Animal bodies (human or otherwise)
are a recurring consideration; in particular
how these are shaped by the situations in
which they operate. Rehearsals seem to return
as well.

Their work has been exhibited at venues
including Walker Art Center, Minneapolis
(2020); Philadelphia Museum of Art (2019);
Serpentine Cinema, London (2019);
The Toronto Biennale (2019); The Museum
of Modern Art, New York (2018);
The Renaissance Society, Chicago (2018);
Fotomuseum Winterthur (2018); Mu.Zee,
Ostend (2018); The 7th Moscow Biennale at
the New Tretyakov Gallery (2017); Para Site,
Hong Kong (2016); Kunstverein Dusseldorf
(2016); Lunds Konsthall (2016); ThyssenBornemisza Art Contemporary, Vienna
(2015); Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin
(2015); Congo International Film Festival,
Goma (2015); Yerba Buena Center for the
Arts, San Francisco (2013); and The Museum
of Contemporary Art, Tokyo (2013).
Cohen and Van Balen each received a Master
of Arts degree from The Royal College of Art,
London, and were the Stanley Picker Fine Art
fellows at Kingston University in 2017. Their
work has featured in many articles, catalogues,
and other publications, including Text Zur
Kunst (2018) Cultural Politics journal from
Duke University Press (2016) and Rare
Earth, published by Sternberg (2015). Their
upcoming monograph Not What I Meant but
Anyway will be published by Columbia Books
on Architecture and the City (2021).
Their work is in the permanent collections
of the Museum of Modern Art, New York;
Mu.Zee, Ostend; and M+ Museum,
Hong Kong.
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